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Glass gob distributor

A glass gob distributor (1) wherein at least one
(57)
gob distributing body (8) is connected to a fixed frame
(2) so as to rotate about a respective hinge axis (11),
and is moved in relation to the frame (2) by an actuating
assembly (14) for positioning the distributing body (8) in
a number of angular gob feed positions; the actuating
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assembly (14) having a linear electric motor (44) controlled by an electronic control unit (48), and the translating member (45) of which is connected positively to
the distributing body (8) by a linear-rotary motion converting device (16).
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to achieve and maintain an acceptable degree of accuracy as regards distribution.
It is an object of the present invention to provide a
The present invention relates to a glass gob distributor.
straightforward, low-cost gob distributor designed to
Glassware, in particular hollow glassware, is nor- s overcome the aforementioned drawbacks.
According to the present invention, there is promally produced using systems comprising a number of
vided a glass gob distributor comprising a frame fittable
forming molds, and a feed unit for feeding the molds
with a succession of molten glass gobs.
integrally to a fixed body; at least one gob distributing
The feed unit comprises a gob forming device, and
body connected to the frame in rotary manner about a
a gob distributor located between the forming device 10 hinge axis; and actuating means for rotating the distriband the molds to distribute the gobs into the molds in a
uting body about said hinge axis and positioning the distributing body in a number of angular gob feed
predetermined order.
Known gob distributors normally comprise one or
positions; said actuating means comprising an electric
motor; characterized in that said electric motor is a linmore gob distribution or guide channels, which have
respective gob inlet portions connected to a fixed sup- is ear electric motor having a linearly-translating movable
member; and in that said actuating means also comporting structure and rotating about respective hinge
prise connecting means for positively connecting the
axes, and which are movable by an actuating assembly
into a number of angular feed positions, in each of which
movable member of said linear motor to said distributing
the outlet portion of each channel communicates with
body; control means being provided for controlling said
the inlet of a respective mold.
20 linear electric motor.
The actuating assembly normally comprises an
A non-limiting embodiment of the present invention
electric motor with a rotary shaft; a first rotary-to-linear
will be described by way of example with reference to
motion converter having an input connected to the outthe accompanying drawings, in which:
shaft
of
the
and
second
motor;
a
linear-to-rotary
put
motion converter interposed between the first converter 25
Figure 1 shows a side view of a preferred embodiand the distribution channels. For reasons of space and
ment of the gob distributor according to the present
to simplify assembly, the actuating assembly normally
invention;
also comprises a belt transmission interposed between
Figure 2 shows a view in the direction of arrow A in
the output shaft of the motor and the first converter.
Figure 1;
Though widely used, known gob distributors all fail 30
Figure 3 shows a section of a detail in Figures 1 and
2 in other than the Figure 1 and 2 operating posito provide for accurately displacing and positioning the
distribution channels, mainly on account of the design of
tion;
the channel actuating assemblies, which comprise a relFigure 4 shows a larger-scale section along line IVIV in Figure 3;
atively complex transmission system between the electric motor and the gob distribution channels. This, in 35
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a unit for controlfact, comprises no fewer than two series-connected
ling a motor of the Figure 1 distributor.
motion converters, and possibly also a belt transmisNumber 1 in Figures 1 and 2 indicates a glass gob
sion, and therefore involves a relatively considerable
distributor for receiving a continuous succession of
amount of slack, which, in use, inevitably results in a
gradually increasing discrepancy between the theoreti- 40 glass gobs (not shown) and distributing the gobs into a
cal and actual feed positions of the distribution channumber of known forming molds (not shown) according
nels.
to a predetermined distribution sequence.
At present, the discrepancy is reduced using comDistributor 1 comprises a fixed frame 2, in turn comelectric
circuits
for
the
electric
plex, high-cost
controlling
prising a lower box-shaped connecting body 3 and a
motor, and expensive, frequently bulky, slack takeup 45 substantially horizontal upper platform 4; and platform 4
devices, and becomes increasingly difficult to control as
comprises a first flat portion 5 over and connected intethe working life of the distributors increases, on account
grally to body 3, and a second portion 6 projecting
of inevitable wear of the component parts involved.
beyond body 3 from portion 5.
What is more, the design of the transmission sysAs shown in Figures 1 and 2, distributor 1 also comtem also contributes towards increasing the size and so prises a number of elongated gob distributing and guide
bodies 8, which, in the example shown, are three in
weight of known distributors, and therefore further comnumber and each define a respective gob feed and
plicating assembly and/or maintenance, which are
already awkward on account of the overhead location
guide channel 9 (Figure 2). Bodies 8 comprise respecand environmental conditions in which the distributors
tive tubular portions 10, which are adjacent to one
55 another, are connected in axially-fixed manner to porare operated.
tion 6 of platform 4 by a known connecting device 12 so
Finally, the design of the transmission system also
results in relatively high manufacturing cost, both on
as to rotate about respective parallel axes 11, and
define the inlets 13 (Figure 1) of respective guide chanaccount of the large number of transmission members
nels 9.
employed, and the circuits and takeup devices required
Description
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Bodies 8 are rotated about respective axes 11 in
opposite directions by an actuating assembly 14, which
comprises a linear actuator 15, and a known, preferably
rack-and-pinion type, linear-rotary motion converting
device 16. More specifically, device 16 comprises a
number of circular sector gears or pinions 17, each fitted to a respective tubular portion 10; and a rack 18,
which meshes with all of pinions 17, and is connected in
angularly-fixed manner to portion 6 so as to slide axially
in direction B.
Rack 18 comprises an end portion 19 facing and
connected integrally to linear actuator 15, which, in the
example shown, extends over platform 4 and comprises
an elongated shell or casing 21 connected integrally to
portion 5 of platform 4 by means of a number of screws
22, and defining, with portion 5, an airtight chamber 23
(Figure 4).
As shown particularly in Figures 3 and 4, casing 21
comprises a rectangular central or upper wall 24; two
rectangular lateral walls 25 parallel to direction B; two
end walls 26, 27 extending perpendicularly to lateral
walls 25; and two facing inner projections 28 extending
towards each other from respective intermediate portions of respective lateral walls 25, and forming part of a
straight guide 29 (Figure 3). Guide 29 also comprises
two first known rolling bearings 30 housed inside
respective seats formed in projections 28; and two second known airtight rolling bearings 31 housed inside
respective seats formed in wall 26 and coaxial with the
corresponding seats formed in projections 28.
Guide 29 forms part of a guide-slide assembly 33
also comprising a slide 34, which is connected in axially-sliding manner to guide 29, travels along a straight
path coincident with direction B, and is connected integrally to the end portion of rack 18. In the Figure 3 and
4 embodiment, slide 34 comprises two parallel, preferably circular-section rods 35, each of which engages in
sliding manner a respective pair of bearings 30 and 31 ,
and projects outwards of casing 21 beyond respective
bearing 31 . The ends of rods 35 projecting outwards of
casing 21 are connected integrally to rack 18 by a crosspiece 37 to which both rods 35 and portion 19 of rack 18
are preferably connected integrally by means of respective screws. The ends of rods 35 housed inside chamber 23, on the other hand, are connected to each other
by a further crosspiece 38 (Figure 3) also housed inside
chamber 23 and facing wall 27.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, rods 35 are also connected integral with each other by an intermediate
crosspiece 40 extending inside chamber 23, between
projections 28 and wall 26, and comprising two lateral
sleeve portions 41 inside which respective intermediate
portions of rods 35 are locked. Crosspiece 40 also comprises a central plate portion 42, which, together with
lateral portions 41 , defines a cavity or seat 43 for partially housing a known linear electric servomotor 44
forming part of linear actuator 15.
In the example described, motor 44 is a brushless
type, e.g. of the type produced and marketed by ANO-
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RAD, U.S.A., and, as shown in Figure 4, comprises a
translating member 45 extending partly inside seat 43
and connected integrally to crosspiece 40, and a fixed
member 46. Fixed member 46 extends parallel to direction B and between rods 35 and projections 28, is positioned facing member 45, and is connected integrally to
the inner surface of wall 24 of casing 21 by means of a
number of screws; and the position of member 45 in
relation to fixed member 46 of motor 44 is detected by a
known linear position transducer 47 (shown schematically) which may, for example, be a linear resolver, an
optical line, a magnetostrictive linear transducer or a linear potentiometer, etc..
As shown in Figure 4, motor 44 and transducer 47
are connected to a known feedback type electronic control unit 48, which, as shown in Figure 5, in addition to
position transducer 47 which generates an incremental
or absolute output signal relative to the actual position
of motor 44, also comprises a controller 50 connected
to an external computer 51 , and a drive stage 52 controlled by controller 50 and for driving linear motor 44.
External computer 51 is connected to a data input unit,
preferably a dedicated keyboard 53, for entering the
desired initial and final position of each displacement of
guide bodies 8. Controller 50 comprises an interface 54
connected to external computer 51; a motion profile
generator 55 connected to interface 54; a real-position
processor 56 connected to position transducer 47 and
generating a real-position digital signal 57 according to
the signal supplied by position transducer 47; an adding
node 58 connected to motion profile generator 55 and to
real-position processor 56; a PID filter 59 connected
downstream from adding node 58; and a digital/analog
converter 60, the output of which is connected to drive
stage 52.
Electronic unit 48 provides for calculating the partial
displacements to be made by motor 44 at each computing cycle - scanned by an external clock (not shown) - to
reach the final position of the total displacement of
motor 44. More specifically, at each computing cycle,
and according to the desired initial and final position
data entered by the operator on data input unit 53,
motion profile generator 55 generates the value of the
next desired position of motor 44; adding node 58 calculates the difference between said next position value
and the present actual position of motor 44 supplied by
real-position processor 56, to determine the desired
partial displacement; said difference, i.e. the desired
partial displacement, is filtered by PID filter 59, which
generates a digital control voltage, which, converted
into analog form by converter 60, is supplied to drive
stage 52, which generates the corresponding supply
voltage of motor 44.
In actual use, linear motor 44, controlled by unit 48,
moves slide 34 along guide 29 and, therefore, rack 18
directly along path B so as to rotate bodies 8 about
respective axes 11 and in relation to platform 6.
By virtue of featuring a linear motor 44, gob distributor 1 as described therefore provides for the following
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advantages.
As compared with known solutions, the transmission system connecting motor 44 to gob guide bodies 8
is much simpler in design and more reliable from the
operating standpoint. That is, as compared with known
solutions, the transmission system comprises only a
small number of transmission members, thus providing
for considerably less slack and inertia, rapid response,
and a high degree of precision in the displacement and
positioning of the channels.
The design of the transmission system therefore
provides for reducing the size and weight and hence
simplifying assembly and replacement of distributor 1
as compared with known distributors; and distributor 1
itself is cheap to produce, mainly on account of the
transmission system comprising a relatively small
number of components, and the components themselves being easy to produce and/or readily available on
the market, as opposed to specially designed or dedicated components.
Clearly, changes may be made to distributor 1 as
described and illustrated herein without, however,
departing from the scope of the present invention.
In particular, provision may be made for a guideslide assembly other than that described herein by way
of example; and changes may be made to the position
of linear motor 44 in relation to guide-slide assembly 33,
and to the manner in which motor 44 is connected to
assembly 33.
Moreover, movable member 45 of motor 44 may be
connected directly to rack 18 and, in general, to the
input member of one of said known motion converting
devices, which may be used in place of device 16, so as
to further reduce inertia, size and weight. Also, movable
member 45 of motor 44 may even comprise an end portion itself defining rack 18.

single linear-rotary motion converting device (16) in
turn comprising a translating member (18) movable
along a straight path (B); the movable member (45)
of the electric motor (44) being connected to said
translating member (18).

s
3.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 2, characterized in
that the movable member (45) of said linear motor
(44) is movable in a direction parallel to said straight
path (B).

4.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 3, characterized in
that the movable member (45) of the linear motor
(44) and the translating member (1 8) of said converting device (16) are aligned with each other
along said straight path (B).

5.

A distributor as claimed in one of the foregoing
Claims from 2 to 4, characterized in that said connecting means (16)(33) also comprise a guide-slide
assembly (33); the guide-slide assembly (33) comprising a guide (29), and a slide (34) connected in
axially-sliding manner to said guide (29); the movable member (45) of said linear motor (44) and the
translating member (18) of said motion converting
device (16) being connected integrally to said slide
(34).

6.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 5, characterized in
that said actuating means (14) also comprise an
airtight chamber (23); at least said linear motor (44)
being housed inside said airtight chamber (23).

7.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 6, characterized in
that said actuating means (14) comprise a hollow
body (21) at least partially defining said airtight
chamber (23); the guide (29) of said guide-slide
assembly (33) being fitted to said hollow body (21).

40 8.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 7, characterized in
that said slide (34) extends partially inside, and
projects outwards of, said hollow body (21).

9.

A distributor as claimed in Claim 8, characterized in
that said guide (29) comprises a pair of straight,
transversely-spaced guides (30)(31); and said slide
(34) comprises a respective rod (35) for each guide
(30)(31) in said pair of guides.
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Claims
1.

2.

A glass gob distributor (1) comprising a frame (2)
fittable integrally to a fixed body; at least one gob
distributing body (8) connected to the frame (2) in
rotary manner about a hinge axis (11); and actuating means (14) for rotating the distributing body (8)
about said hinge axis (1 1) and positioning the distributing body (8) in a number of angular gob feed
positions; said actuating means (14) comprising an
electric motor (44); characterized in that said electric motor is a linear electric motor (44) having a linearly-translating movable member (45); and in that
said actuating means (14) also comprise connecting means (16)(33) for positively connecting the
movable member (45) of said linear motor (44) to
said distributing body (8); control means (48) being
provided for controlling said linear electric motor
(44).
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so 10. A distributor as claimed in Claim 9, characterized in
that said linear electric motor (44) is located substantially between the guides (30)(31) in said pair of
straight guides.
ss

A distributor as claimed in Claim 1, characterized in
that said connecting means (16)(33) comprise a

4

11. A distributor as claimed in Claim 10, characterized
in that said hollow body (21) is connected integrally
to said frame (2) to define said airtight chamber
(23); said linear motor (44) comprising a fixed member (46) connected integrally to said hollow body
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(21).
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